This paper presents FDTD computation of fat layer effects on the SAR distribution in a head model proximate to a dipole antenna at 900118OOMHz. The human head is modeled to be a multi-layered superquadric ellipsoid, which i s flexible to model a sphere, ellipsoid, square cube, or rectangular cube. The ellipsoidal head model (with the ears) comprises 9 different tissues (if with a fat layer) of skin, cartilage, fat, muscle, bone, blood, nerve, brain, and eye-lens. A finite radius half-wavelength dipole antenna (corresponding to a length of 16.0iS.Ocm at 900/18OOMHz) is used for study. Three cases of the fat layer in the head model are considered: ( I ) without, (2) with a 2.5-mm, and (3) with a 5.0-mm thickness fat layer. It is observed that the head model with a 2.5 or 5.0-mm fat layer has almost the same S A R s (for peak-SAR: about 18 mW/g at 900MHz, and 24 mW/g at 1800MHz) However, the head without a fat layer has lower S A R s at 900 MHz(for peak-SAR: about 15 mW/g ) at but higher SARs at I BOO MHz (for peak-SAR: about 28 mW/g ) than those values of the head with a fat layer.. Kevwords: Dipole antenna, finite difference time domain (FDTD), fat layer, head mode, multilayered superquadric ellipsoid, SAR distribution.
Theory
Although many research efforts have been devoted to evaluation of EM interaction between the human body (particularly the head) and the handset dipole antennas, the fat layer effects of the human head on the SAR distribution has not particularly been investigated yet. Since the conductivity and permittivity of the fat tissue are much smaller than those of other tissues of the human head, the fat layer will behave like a "shielding" structure. The shielding will cause RF energy not to be able to penetrate into the muscle tissue and may even accumulate in the fat layer of the head and the ear region. In order to quantify conveniently the effect of the fat-layer in the human head on the S A R distribution, here a multilayered superquadric ellipsoidal head model is used. From the concept of the superquadric Loop antenna [ 1,2], which is flexible to model the circular, elliptic, and square loops, the human head is modeled to be a multi-layered superquadric ellipsoid, which is flexible to model a sphere, ellipsoid, square or rectangular cube. The parametric expression of a superquadric ellipsoid modeling is given by large enough, for example ~2 0 , it is almost a rectangular cube. It is then easy to define the head-shape and tissue properties. An ellipsoidal head model (a=b=I Icm, c=12.5cm; v=3) comprises 9 different tissues of skin, cartilage, fat, muscle, bone, blood, nerve, brain, and eye-lens, as shown in Fig. 1 (with a fat layer).
The ear, including skin-and cartilage-layer. is also modeled by using two layers in .the multi-layered superquadric ellipsoid. The skin-layer (of the ear) is modeled by thickness of one FDTD cell 0-7803-7779-6/03/$ I 7.00 a2003 I E E E.
(the cell size is 2.5 mm which will be discussed later) and the parameters are set to (1.7S<a<2.0cm, 10.75<64 Icm, 2.25i62.5cm). The cartilage-layer is modeled by thickness of two cells and the parameters are set to (o<l.75cm, 10.254<10.75cm, 62.25cm). Table I shows the dielectric properties and tissue densities at 90011800 MHz [3], Note that the tissues of the oral cavity (with the tongue) are assigned to the muscle property. When modeling structures of a finite radius thin-wire dipole is derived with the sub-cell set equations of the contour integral formulation of Maxwell's equations [4] . These FDTD approximations are used to determine the radiation by a center-fed dipole antenna. In the sub-cell approach, a thin wire of finite radius is simulated by assuming that the circumferential magnetic field components and the radial electric field components surrounding the wire vary as l/r near the wire.
Since the antenna input power f,, should be equal to the sum of the head absorbed power Pahrr the radiation power P d , and the ohmic-loss power Pc, these quantities can be used to check the EM coupling computation accuracy. The computation error is defined as PI
No fat layer

Numerical Results
The head model that is constituted of total 438,118 cubic cells with a cell size of 2.5" for stability leads to a time step of 4.16%~. A finite radius half-wavelength dipole antenna {corresponding to a length of 16.018.0cm at 900/18OOMHz) proximate to the head model IS partitioned into 63131 segments (segment size equals to FDTD cell size 2.5").
A 2nd-order Mur absorbing boundary condition (2nd-Mur ABC) is used for FDTD computation. Transient excitation for 400012000 time steps using a Gaussian sinusoidal pulse has ensured the calculated converged results at 900MHdlSOOMHz. Note that the computed SAR definitions, the spatial peak-SAR has been computed in a single cubic cell and averaged over 0.015625g (since cell size is 2.5"). SAR averaged over lg (SARI,) is obtained by considering a cubic sample of 64 cells, and total-averaged SAR is obtained by considering the total cubic cells (438,l 18 cells) of the head. The S A R distribution profiles, antenna radiation power and headabsorbed power will be computed and plotted. .   Tables II and 111 show the computational results of the human head without a fat layer with a dipole antenna at various distances from 1.0 -2.5cm. Note that the antenna input power is kept to be 1 W for comparison with the power absorbed by the head and EM radiation power to free space. For example, the distance I.Ocm case, the SAR's (peak, peak-averaged over 1 g and total-averaged) are (14.95, 10.57,O.l) mW/g at 900MHz and (28.88,20.03, 0.068) mW/g at 1800MHz. For the I,Ocm distance, the spatial SAR distribution profiles are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) .
A. Without a Fat Laver
B. With a Far Lover (2.5 m m thickness)
Tables IV and V show the computational results for a 2.5-mm fat layer. Compared with the data listed in Tables I1 and 111 (without a fat layer), for I.Ocm distance, the peak-SAR (17.8mWig) with a fat layer is higher than that (14.95mWig) without a fat layer at 900MHz. On the contrary, at 1800MHz the peak-SAR (24.9mWig) with a fat layer is less than that (28.9mW/g) without a fat layer. For I.Ocm distance, the spatial S A R distribution profiles are shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b) . peak-SAR ( I 8.54mWig) with a 5.0-mm fat layer is higher than that (17.83mWig) with a 2.5-mm fat layer at 900MHz. On the contrary, at ISOOMHz the peak-SAR (24.29mWig) with a 5.0-mm fat layer is less than that (24.92mWig) with a 2.5-mm fat layer. ' For the I.Ocm distance, the spatial S A R distnbution profiles are shown in Fig.Z(c) and Fig.3(c) . The following table summaries the comparison. 
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Summary and Conclusion
FDTD computation of fat layer effects on the SAR distribution a head model closed to a dipole antenna at 900 and IS00 MHz is presented. In order to quantify conveniently the effect of the fatlayer in the human head on the SAR distribution, the head is modeled to be a multi-layered superquadric ellipsoid. The ellipsoidal head model (with the ears) comprises 9 different tibsues (if with a fat Layer) of skin, cartilage, fat, muscle, bone, blood, nerve, brain, and eye-lens. A finite radius half-wavelength dipole antenna (corresponding to a length of 16.0/8.0cm at 90O/lXOOMHz) is proximate to the head model with a distance of 1 .Ocm.
Three cases of the fat layer in the head model are considered: (1) without, (2) with a 2.5-mm, and (3) with a 5.0-mm thickness fat layer. It is observed that the head model with a 2.5 or 5.0-mm fat layer has almost the same S A R s (for peak-SAR: about 18 mW1g at 900MHz, and 24 mW/g at 1800MHz) However, the head without a fat layer has lower SARs at 900 MHz(for peak-SAR: about 15 mWig ) at but higher SARs at I800 MHz (for peak-SAR: about 28 mWig 1 than those values of the head with a fat layer. The study of fat layer effects of the head may be important for the investigation of the exposure assessment for the wireless handset antenna. 
